Emerald Necklace
In a very distant village near the beach called Naitoon, where Kundus and his friends
lived, there were continuous misfortunes since were fulfilled the prophecy of the
theft of Emerald Necklace from the cursed cave.
Kundus, Oliver, Jack and Lily were a group of teenagers who from a very young age
heard stories of prophecies and curses that could happen to their village, so they
knew very well that, the only solution to eliminate this evil was to return the
necklace to its place.
Oliver remember that the same day that stole the necklace, they were on the beach
where they saw Tom Nobeerland, the mayor of the city, behaving strangely. The
group did not give it importance, although Jack decided to follow him until he
realized that he was heading towards the cave which was cursed by a sage who
wanted to keep the necklace away from the village, when Jack realized he rushed to
tell his friends.
When they did not see the mayor appear again on the beach, they forgot about it
and went home.
After remembering this, they were sure that Nobeerland was the thief for his strange
behavior that day and his great love for money.
That same night, the four, entered in a silent way in the mayor’s office, knowing that
he had nowhere else to store his precious materials. When she searched the office,
Lily saw that the necklace was on the top of a shelf behind a black briefcase, but she
also noticed that it was protected by red rays, Kundus called the police to stop Tom
and then decided to think of some plan to get the necklace.
Kundus came up with the idea that if Jack and Oliver lifted her into the closet she
could grab the necklace without touching the rays so they could get out of there, so
they lifted her up, but Jack seeing a shadow panicked and inadvertently moved
Kundus, she ended up touching the lightning and the alarms started ringing,
frightened, they hid waiting for the police to arrive as soon as possible; Tom woke up
and went to see what was going on, when the group heard the police decide to go
out to confront Nobeerland, he tried to escape, but the police caught him.
Kundus, Jack, Oliver and Lily returned the necklace to the cursed cave near the beach
to finally free the village from all the misfortunes that were happening to them and
return to normal and be happy.
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